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DESCRIPTION 

 

The drugs were discovered by several attempts, such as penicillin, or their 

active ingredients were identified from traditional cures. Traditional 

pharmacology was recently used to screen chemical collections of 

synthesised small molecules, natural products, or extracts in viable cells or 

complete organisms to identify compounds with a desired therapeutic 

effect. It has become standard practise to use high throughput screening 

of large compound libraries against isolated biological targets that are 

hypothesised to be disease-modifying in a method known as reverse 

pharmacology since the sequencing of the human genome enabled rapid 

cloning and synthesis of large quantities of purified proteins. Hits from 

these screenings are next evaluated for effectiveness in cells and then on 

animals. 

 

The process of modern drug development includes the identification of screening hits, medicinal chemistry, and 

optimization of those hits to improve their affinity, selectivity, efficacy/potency, metabolic stability, and oral 

bioavailability. Drug development can proceed once a chemical has been found that satisfies each of these criteria. 

Clinical studies are developed if successful It takes a complicated interaction between investors, industry, 

academia, patent laws, regulatory exclusivity, marketing, and the need to strike a balance between secrecy and 

communication to develop treatments that may be successful both commercially and in terms of public health. The 

experimental drug funding procedure ensures that those suffering from certain conditions have some hope for 

pharmacotherapeutic advances, despite the fact that the discovery of those disorders means that no significant 

economic success or public health effect can be predicted. 

Screening and design 

High-Throughput Screening (HTS), in which vast chemical libraries are evaluated for their capacity to change the 

target, is typically used to find a new medicine against a designated target for a specific ailment. When a novel 

GPCR is the target, for instance, chemicals will be tested to see if they can either block or stimulate the receptor; 

similarly, if the goal is to inhibit a protein kinase, chemicals will be tested to determine whether they can inhibit the 

kinase. Another aim of HTS is to demonstrate how selective the compounds are for the intended target in order to 
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find a molecule that will only interfere with the chosen target and no other, potential sources. Cross-screening is the 

process of determining whether "hits" against the chosen target would interfere with other related targets in order 

to achieve this. Cross-screening is helpful because, once a drug enters the clinic, it is more likely to induce off-

target toxicity the more unrelated targets it hits. 

•It is improbable that a perfect medication candidate will be found in these preliminary screening runs. One of the  

 initial steps is to screen for substances that are unlikely to be turned into drugs; for instance, substances that are 

hits in nearly all assays and are referred to as "pan-assay interference compounds" by medicinal chemists are 

eliminated at this stage, if they haven't already been eliminated from the chemical library. It is normal to see 

multiple substances with varying degrees of activity. If these substances have similar chemical properties, one or 

more pharmacophores can then be constructed. Medicinal chemists will now try to enhance specific properties of 

the lead drug using Structure-Activity Relationships (SAR) 

•intensify efforts against the selected target 

•Scale back on activity linked to unrelated aims 

•increase the molecule's drug likeness or ADME characteristics. 

The features of the new molecular entities are expected to improve during the course of the procedure' numerous 

repeated screening runs, enabling the most promising compounds to move on to in vitro and in vivo testing for 

activity in the desired disease model. 


